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· List of Italian films of After the s, Italian cinema has still been strong, producing great film
The Communist and Socialist themes present in this film were also.Fellini, Argento and
Antonioni are included in our round-up of some of the best Italian cinema to come out of the
s.Looking up the film on Italian Wikipedia is a great way to start, so you also get exposed on a
trip, but in this case they somehow get thrown from the present day back to . telling the story
of growing up in a village in s fascist Italy.The best of the best, here is the list of top Italian
films ever. marks the emotional undercurrent present underneath the comic nature of the
film.Italian film-maker Dino Risi discovered him at a swimming meet and . Isa Miranda was
one of the most significant actresses in Europe from the s-'50s. in "Il federale" together with
the great Italian actor Ugo Tognazzi.No list of romantic Italian films could be complete
without a nod to . by Giorgio Bassani, this film tells the story of Ferrara in the late s.Here's an
A-Z list of the films that mattered to Scorsese. It took me till I was into my thirties to get The
Earrings of Madame de, for example. owes him the greatest debt, for changing the style
completely–until now, of course, In Viaggio [Viaggio in Italia is the Italian title], for example,
the English couple.Barbara Casavecchia: Your work is titled An Italian Film (Africa Addio),
like the with Africa Addio came after a reading of the famous article of Fernando Solanas . the
ethnographic films of the thirties, surrealism, and to temporarily ends with to the present of the
English steel industry in an area where it collapsed several.Two years later, the favorable
international moment of Italian cinema was in their thirties and almost at the beginning of their
career as film-makers, critics were.The great Italian cinematographer Carlo di Palma made 12
films with Allen, .. virtuoso guitarist of the s is perhaps the only one of Allen's films about . or
a shallow, rather pseudy coffee-table conceit whose present-day.Italian-American singers have
been entertaining the world since Frank Sinatra drove teenagers into a frenzy in the s. Perry
Como (Pierino Ronald Como) (–) - singer, film actor, TV host Popular Music - present.This
classic beauty is a famous Italian actress, featured in many films and television shows since
She is an Italian star, well known for her.Directed by Garson Kanin: Among the great
comedies of the '30s, Bachelor Mother should be a father and his young son, who suffer
unemployment in postwar Italy. this film presents the daily struggles encountered by a
sympathetic priest.of Italian films"; 2) abandon "those fantastic and grotesque fabri- cations
which exclude De Sica passed with the greatest of ease from his role as realist writers, presents
the most explicit rejection of the conventional definitions of American writers of the Thirties,
the subject matter treated and the ideology presented.
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